OSHA’s Enforcement Directive for GHS Hazcom Compliance

Purpose
Federal OSHA has recently published a set of compliance directives for all OSHA compliance officers to ensure the new Hazard Communication Standard (including the GHS requirements) are enforced in a uniform manner across all industry sectors.

This webcast will review the specific GHS enforcement activities that you can expect to see when an OSHA compliance officer conducts a workplace inspection at your company.

FAQs?
- What will the $ penalties be for not having GHS-compliant labels on my chemicals?
- Can I still use MSDS for a certain period of time or do they all have to be replaced with SDS?
- What type of training is required for my employees? What is the training deadline?
- Who will the OSHA inspector interview as part of their GHS inspection?
- How will OSHA apply the GHS rules to any contractors who are working on our property at the time of the inspection?
- How will OSHA apply the bridging principles to any chemical mixtures I have onsite?
- What are the penalty amounts for serious violations versus de minimis violations?
- Which key elements will the inspector will look for when reviewing our HCS/GHS written program?
- Do I have to train my Hispanic employees in Spanish? What is the $ penalty if we fail to do so?
- These are examples of the dozens of FAQs that will be addressed during this webcast!

Are you prepared for GHS?
Who Should Attend?
This program is for safety managers, human resources professionals, operations managers, and anyone else in your organization who has any responsibility at all regarding GHS compliance.

Price
$195 per company
For companies with multiple locations, the price is $125 per location!

Registration is Simple!
To register, or for more information, please contact our Web Training Coordinator at: ahilgeman@frontier.com

“The new GHS requirements will ensure the safety of millions of American workers. OSHA’s aggressive enforcement of these regulations will reflect the importance of this mission.”

David Michaels, PhD, MPH
Assistant Secretary of Labor - OSHA

With over 75 years of combined industrial safety experience, The Hilgeman Group has emerged as a leader in the safety consulting and training industry. Over 1,500 companies in North America rely on The Hilgeman Group for world-class safety training, consultative services, and safety program development. www.thehilgemangroup.com